CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
Bobbe White
Travels from: Illinois

Fee Range: $2,500 - $5,000

Bobbe believes laughter and humor surround us daily. Her insights will change
your group's perception of both. Your audience will be enlightened to the
therapeutic value of humor and laughter and learn how to tap into their
benefits to communicate more effectively, both personally and professionally.
From team building, to personal wellness or stress management, Bobbe will
empower your group to a new level of confidence!
Bobbe's work history reflects over 37 years of stability and a proven
performance record of corporate training/business development with the Better
Bank Group, During this time, she has served on boards directing college education, not-for-profit
foundations, and community organizations. Bobbe has experienced the changes of up-sizing and downsizing, times of sharing and parsimony, the problems associated with apathetic leadership and the sense
of optimism when led by inspired management. She has been uplifting and empowering audiences
through speaking and training for over 30 years.
Her approach of incorporating laughter, to improve overall performance has been covered by the media,
ranging from the New York Times to T.V. Tokyo. Thousands of attendees across the country have been
energized and equipped with useful tips and tools from Bobbe's fun - yet, functional - programs. Her
enthusiastic delivery will achieve the positive results you're looking for, whether it's one of her favorite
stories or effectively communicating your organization's message, goals, or concerns.
Dividing her time between her company, Try Laughter! Inc., her aging husband, aging children, aging
parents and aging food in the fridge, Bobbe is constantly a victim of life's twists and turns. At work or
home, she uses laughter to combat the stress that befalls us all daily. When that doesn't work, she writes,
heads for the gym, the swim pool, or enlists the support of her therapeutic tool, Lily White, the black Lab.

Most Requested Programs...


I Said I'm Doing the Best I Can! - (Most requested program)



Life in the Laugh



The Humor Connection
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